White Roots of Peace

Indians to express problems
Bolivian women, and the effect of
the Hudson Bay Company is
scheduled at 6 p.m. Wednesday in
SL 102.
Students are invited to a photo
A film festival featuring the display of Wounded Knee and the
Indian view of the James Bay James Bay Affair in the Student
Project, sterilization of native Union Wednesday. An arts and
crafts display with some items
for sale will be located in the
Student Union at that time also.
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Wednesday
night
local
newsmen, students, and faculty
are invited to a "Meet the Press"
taping session of the Taylor
Trends television program in
Maytag. Debi King will moderate
a panel discussion between
students and members of the
White Roots of Peace.
The White Roots of Peace
publishes Akwesasne Notes, a
tabloid-size newspaper, at the
Mohawk Reserve in Akwesasne
(St. Regis) on the St. Lawrence
River. Last year the paper won
an award from the Robert F.
Kennedy Memorial Foundation
for journalism.
Some of the group have wit
nessed or engaged in the Trail of
Broken Treaties, Wounded Knee,
and the Traditional Indian Unity
Caravan.
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Hatfield says:

Taylathon Schedule
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be available to speak in history,
sociology, English, psychology,
speech, religion, and political
science classes.

by Mark Sakuta
ECHO news editor
Coyote, Grace Black Elk,
Rarihokwats, Kahratohen,
Raosennowa, Sakowentetha, and
six other members of the White
Roots of Peace will arrive on
Taylor's campus Tuesday
evening, May 7, to arrange a
day's demonstration of problems
faced by American Indians
today, the SUB-Cultural Events
Committee is sponsoring the
group's visit to Taylor.
The group of primarily
Mohawk Indians travel across
the United States visiting college
campuses to broaden the cultural
knowledge of each academic
community. Tuesday night a
reception for the Indians will be
given in Grace Olson Hall Lounge
from 8-11 p.m. The Indians will
be sleeping in various dorms
Tuesday and Wednesday nights.
Wednesday a 75-square-footbase tepee will be erected on the
campus to facilitate classes
which may attend day-long
seminars inside. Topics which
may be discussed in the tepee
include
Indian
prophecy,
spiritual beliefs, the Indian way
of life, and various contemporarv
issues. Some of the Indians will

TONIGHT
Tennis Preliminaries: 6 p.m.
TOMORROW
Tennis Finals: 8 a.m.
Ping Pong: 8-10 a.m. — Student Union
Archery: 9:30-11:30 a.m. — Fieldhouse
Relays: 10 a.m. — in front of Maytag
Couples Softball 1 p.m. — Fields
Coed Volleyball: 1 p.m. — Maytag
Bikathon: 3:30 p.m. — Maytag
Water Carnival: 5 p.m. — Lake
Evening Program: 7 p.m. — Maytag
Movies, Cartoons: After evening program — Maytag
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by Lou Ann Craig
ECHO news writer
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Specialists to trade
computer insights
children at play to create a
computerized learning en
by Martin Koehler
vironment where every student is
ECHO news writer
The Conference of Computer successful and no one fails.
He will attempt to demonstrate
Users, Independent Colleges and
Universities of Indiana will be his computer-controlled robot
hosted here at Taylor on called the "Turtle." The "turtle"
Saturday, May 4. Specialists in is equipped with "sensor organs"
the fields of computers, com that accept electrical signals
puter manufacturing, and from the computer, a horn, a
"software" consulting will be on light, "touch" sensors, and a pen
hand to exchange information that can be lowered to trace the
with computer users across the turtle's path.
state.
Waldo
Roth,
assistant
The morning program begins professor of computing, com
with registration at 9 a.m., mented, "Dr. Papert, an
followed by an address by Dr. American counterpart to the
Ted Crovello, associate professor famed Piag^t, has done much in
of biology at the University of the area of learning theory,
Notre Dame, and of the Mosquito especially in the learning of
Biological Data Bank. At 11 a.m., mathematical concepts. The
a panel will be set up to discuss Turtle is used by Dr. Papert to
mathematical
the use of computers in demonstrate
academically oriented fields, and concepts in experiments with
Following
Dr.
to allow for exchange of in children."
Papert's demonstration at 2:30
formation.
The afternoon program begins p.m., there will be specialized
at 1:30 p.m., with "world workshops covering various
renowed" Dr. Seymore Papert, a aspects of computing.
mathematician
and
child
Roth said, "We are real
psychologist who is co-director pleased to host these private
of the Artifical Intelligence colleges and I hope that anyone
Laboratory at the Massachusetts interested in any or all of these
Institute of Technolgy. He has activities will attend them."
All meetings will be held in the
been working to harness the
intuitive mathematical ability of 'Science building.

referring to the increasing in
terdependence of all the nations
of the world. He feels that the
United States uses its economic
power to achieve its political
objectives.

sharing of food. High prices
bother the people of this country,
but the majority of the people of
"We cannot be the salt of the
the world spend 80 per cent of
earth or the light of the world
their annual income on food.
unless our alliegence is to Christ
Even war is linked to the desire
and not to any worldly power,"
to have and to get, according to
declared Oregon Senator Mark
The United States comprises Senator Hatfield. "Christ warned
Hatfield while addressing
one-sixth
of
the
world's us against this. Wealth keeps us
students, faculty, and com
munity members during Mon population but we use 40 per cent from loving God with our hearts,
of its natural resources. We souls, and mind and our neigh
day's chapel service.
Visiting campus to officially experience ever increasing bors as ourselves," he said.
Senator Hatfield commented
inaugurate the first National production and ever increasing
Prayer Institute, a day of prayer, consumption. We are a global that two-thirds of each American
fasting and repentance, Senator community. We are an in- tax dollar goes to war — past,
Hatfield spoke about world terdependant world. And we, as present, or future — and only
problems
and
Christian Christians, must confront this one-third goes to other human
American's relationship to them. issue and nave an understanding beings.
of the common humanity of
What is the answer to all of
these problems? Senator Hatfield
"A politician can expect to man," Hatfield added.
One way Senator Hatfield feels said, "The answer is found in the
spend most of his life in the arena
of temptation and adaptation," that Americans can better un atonement of the Cross. Only in
common
in the Cross is there the power to
said Hatfield, commenting on the derstand
differences between conventional terdependence is through the change nations."
political wisdom and Christian
thought. "In conventional politics
Ihe end justifies the means and
political expediency is used to
achieve success. The leadership
of our country is void of moral
credibility. We are morally
bankrupt."

Media Fair will include

student projects, displays

"As a Christian, one's primary
vocation is to seek God's will in
his life. To the ears of con
ventional political, wisdom, this
vision sounds unrealistic. Love is
the method we use to achieve our
goals, while political and
economic power is the con
ventional method," he added.
He continued, "Our culture is
not Christian in the truest sense
of the word. Vet, our culture is
religious. Our 'American Civil
Religion' distorts the relationship
between personal faith and the
state. It neglects repentance."
Senator Hatfield went on to
speak about the "global com
munity in the third world,"

by Gary Walter
ECHO news writer
Student-made multi-media
projects will be among the
displays featured at the Second
Annual Media Fair tomorrow
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on the first
floor of the LA building. The
Fair, sponsored by the EMC is
presented for the benefit of
Taylor students majoring in
education, as well as area
teachers and directors of church
education programs.
Gerald Hodson, EMC director,
is being assisted in planning by
Gary Walter. Hodson, who is
serving as District 7 chairman of
the Indiana state audio-visual

organization, hopes that "such a
media fair will enhance the
exchange of new and innovative
ideas in communication and
teaching for teachers, church
school personnel, and student
teachers in their efforts to be
more effective."
Included in the Fair will be
displays and demonstrations by
the Christian education, art and
elementary math departments.
Student media projects to be
shown make use of slides, tape
recordings, and motion pictures.
The Media Center will also
demonstrate techniques in dry
mount and lamination, slidemaking, and opaque projector
projects.
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Off-duty gunners?
Although "police brutality" was a
common plea during the campus and
street riot years of the I960's, the
defamation of policemen has become
largely confined to the somewhat
dubiously distinctive title of "pig."
Now, however, and with serious
justification, American citizens are
complaining about police abuse in an
area other than riot control—the use of
guns by off-duty patrolmen.
On the positive side of the question
"Should all officers be allowed to carry
and use their guns even when not on
duty?" are formidable statistics. New
York City, for example, records 576
arrests last year by off-duty policemen.
In other cities, it is the consensus among
members of the force and city officials
that countless rapes, murders and
robberies are prevented by alert but
technically off-duty men and women.

Yet, certain cases should be noted. In
Chicago a young off-duty policeman,
slightly inebriated, first battered his
way through an apartment door, then
shot an "intruder," only to discover he
was in the wrong apartment. A federal
policeman in Washington shot and killed
a man at a university who had come to
visit his son. A third inspector in
California cut down a 12-year-old
suspected thief when the boy ran.
The dilemma of coping with the
problem is extensive; should off-duty
policemen ever be unarmed even if they
would be able to prevent a crime?
Although not solving the entire problem,
perhaps federal legislation could be
enacted that requires an officer to
unload or even to not carry any
firearms when he expects to drink and
to use greater discretion in the
discharge of the gun in doubtful
situations.

The editorial policy of this paper is determined by the editorial board. Opinions expressed as
ECHO editorial policy are the responsibility of the editor and the editorial board, and do not
express the official opinion of Taylor University. Signed columns, letters to the editor, and
other signed materials represent only the individual opinions of their authors.

Stop rustbuild sheds!

Every spring many students discover
that their expensive bikes have rusted
because of sitting uncovered outside.
The bikes at Wengatz and East sit
outside in the bike racks through heavy
snow, ice and rain all year—rusting.
One possible solution to this problem
is not difficult. Either between Wengatz
and East or behind each dorm a covered
bike shed could be constructed. The
shed would have an aluminum roof and
canvas sides that would be rolled down
and tied during the winter months and
during thunderstorms. Two long bike
racks like those presently in use would
run the entire length of the shed, thus
enabling students to park bikes on both
sides.

editorial page
The initial cost of the construction of
these bike sheds could be borne by SGO
as a student service. To maintain the
sheds, each student who put his bike in
the shed would be charged $1 or $2 per
year and assigned a bike parking space.
Each bike owner would be issued a
waterproof sticker with the parking
space number and owner's name on it.
Periodical checks by Campus Security
would assure that the bike sheds were
being used only by those who had paid.
A solution to the present problem
of rusted bikes will only be implemented
if enough students voice their opinions
to SGO and administrative officials. If
change is desired, it must be initiated.

Montage

Editor's note:
"Disenting member:
"
following an editorial means that
that member of the editorial
board does not agree with the
editorial and refused to approve
it when the editorial board voted.
by Gloria Nussbaum
Editorials are voted on by the the
ECHO columnist
whole editorial board and
"Dissenting member" is only
used as a last resort if a con
Things may change and yet
sensus cannot be reached among remain the same; circumstances
the members.
may seem stagnant and yet
growth may be taking place;
thus, paradoxically, change and
permanence may co-exist.
For most of us the concept of
permanence involves stability,
security, and comfort. The idea
of change connotes uncertainty,
insecurity, and even loss. These
Member Indiana Collegiate
Press Association
suppositions lead us to more
readily hold onto that which we
know rather than becoming
enthusiastic
about
the
Executive Editor
Dave
Moolertaar
possibilities of that which we do
Associate Editor
Alathea
not know.
Coleman
What we seem to forget is that
Editorial Board
Dave
change is the only permanence
Moolenaar, Alathea Coleman
Robin Deich, Wendell Johnting,
there is, and those who resist
Dave Oman.
change are only denying
themselves the opportunities for
Layout Editor
Pam Ware
Layout Staff
Janell added depth and knowledge.
Change should be viewed op
Tharp
timistically rather than fearfully,
since things cannot remain the
Business Manager
Mark same.
Francis
All growth has come from
Advertising Staff
Terry
change; all progress has
Reeder
stemmed from change; all
Art Editor
Warren Feece
maturity has resulted from
Art Staff
Phil
change. The intelligent person
Schmunk,
Larry
Taylor,
should thus not only be prepared
Marilyn Sinclair.
for, but be eager to face the
Headline Editor .. .Debbie Carter prospects of change in his life.
Copy Editor
Jenny Hanklns
At the same time that change is
an undeniable and ever-present
force, we must realize that there

Growth through change

BCtlB

are certain things which are
permanent. Love, though it
undergoes many alterations of
space and time, remains at its
potential strength in spite of the
changes which surround it.
God is also unchangeable,
though our comprehension of
Him can be renewed and
enlarged with time. His truth will
endure and His love will endure,
regardless of situations and
conflicts.
The
permanent
qualities evidenced in His Word
and His law can offer true
stability in the midst of an un
certain set of circumstances
which comprise the fabric of life.
In times of rapid change, such
as the modern world is ex
periencing, it is important to be
careful that one is not caught up
in change for the sake of change.
However, a willingness to be
open-minded, inquisitive, and
balanced is not only helpful but
also necessary. To survive with
any degree of dignity and
freedom we need to know what
we value and why.
By disregarding change, we
forfeit our right to speak or act
significantly in relation to the
world and those around us.
Through change we can explore
and experience variety without
necessarily being victims of the
cycle. We can learn from

changes while maintaining a
solid foundation on those per
manent principles which are
revealed to us by the Master of
time and space.
Instead of being afraid to en
counter change, it would be
encouraging to look at change as
inevitable and consequently
profitable. Instead of settling for
what we now know to be com
fortable, it would be encouraging
to grasp every opportunity for

change and use it to its fullest
advantage. Charles Morgan once
said that "The art of living does
not consist in preserving and
clinging to a particular mood of
happiness, but in allowing
happiness to change its form
without being dissapointed by the
change; for happiness, like a
child, must be allowed to grow
up." Welcome the changes
around you and within you, and
be careful not to discard the
permanent things beyond you.

Appreciation
Bob Barr, Morris hall direcor, received a letter of ap
preciation from the First Christian Church of Madison, Ind The
church wishes to thank the 12 Morris men who worked in
Madison last Saturday cleaning away debris left from the April
3 tornados. They also wish to thank SGO, SUB and the students
who contributed money to the relief fund.

Another clean-up trip is planned for the weekend of May 10-12.
Both men and women are needed to sort through trash, pick up
stones and help families in the rebuilding process.
If interested in going May 10-12, contact Bob Barr (ext. 315) or
Barry Huffman (ext. 294).
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Chinese improve health
by Nancy Sprunger
ECHO perspective writer
In the last 40 years, the life
expectancy of a Chinese living in
Shanghai has almost doubled. A
child born in China today may
expect to live to be about 70 years
of age, rather than 40 because of
a radical change in the principal
causes of death.
In the 1930's and 1940's, the
leading causes of death were
infectious and parasitic diseases
and complications due to
malnutrition (in many cases,
simple starvation). Today,
cancer, strokes, and heart
disease seem to have taken the
lead in causes of death. These
causes of death today usually
come later in life, and thus, raise
the life expectancy.
Where once sick children and

suffering adults were a common
sight, travellers today see people
who seem to be very healthy.
This is due to a program in which
decentralization is the key.
Through their revolution 25 years
ago, the methods of delivering
health care have undergone
many changes.
The 1949 ratio of doctors to
people was one to 13,000 and the
ratio of beds per patient was one
to 6,000. These resources were
not evenly distributed though,
and most of the population was
dependent on practitioners of
traditional Chinese medicine.
The 1965 ratio of doctors to
patients was one to 5,000. This
was due to concentrated efforts
by the Ministry of Health to
improve public health and
sanitation on a mass scale, and to

enlist the practitioners of
traditional medicine in overall
health programs.
The Chinese also instituted
programs that would train large
numbers of health workers.
These programs emphasized the
training of "middle level" health
workers (assistant doctors) and
establishing "centers of ex
cellence." These "centers of
excellence" were urban training
centers that were expected to
introduce
new
medical
techniques and produce a flow of
skilled personnel to areas having
a special need. While this
program accomplished many
things, it did not decentralize the
available medical care.
Chairman Mao put out a

directive on June 26, 1965 that
ordered the drive to be directed
toward rural areas. A system
was set up where each political
and economic unit had medical
care of some type, depending on
its size.
The county hospital took
anyone needing hospitalization.
The communes each had at least
one hospital where the health
workers in charge of each
"production brigade" could send
more serious cases that needed
more attention, but not
hospitalization. Each health
worker was assisted by ad
ditional health aides within his
production brigade. This system
provided for the care of minor
health problems by men and

women with little formal
education. These people work
part time and receive instruction
in health care through short
programs that emphasize
practical aspects of medicine. A
system very similar to this now
has been developed in the urban
areas.
The problem of delivery of
medical care has been met in
China in a very determined and
comprehensive way. The Chinese
have been able to overcome
serious problems, to upgrade
their system of medical care, and
to improve the health of their
population by integrating
medical changes with changes in
the Chinese society as a whole.

Teachers hit youth
with masterpieces
be "distant, esoteric, and
sometimes incomprehensible" to
the unenthusiastic student. The
In the November, 1972, issue of harmful result is that the student
English Journal is an interesting with less initiative will replace
perspective of literature as the literary diet with an escape
taught in the classroom. "How into the idiot-oriented world of
We Destroy Youthfulness," by television.
Jerome McGovern is aimed at
public school English classes.
Why do teachers take such a
The thesis of McGovern's strong stand in the early in
of
complex
article is that too many literature doctrination
and English teachers in literature? McGovern cites two
discriminately bombard their reasons. First, there is a naive
students with higher literature. belief among teachers that the
Students are instructed to reading of complex literature
manipulate literary concepts will turn the students into better
and feed them back to the persons. Second, is the selfish
teacher on an exam. This is a pride that one takes in
valuable learning process for the associating with such "literary
mature student who is at that masterpieces."
level. But what about the student
There is an obvious need in the
who is not at this level and American educational system to
mismanages this literary
be more selective with literary
knowledge?
materials and to choose for
There are two dangers. First, whom they are to be used. There
the student is exposed to ex are students who benefit from
periences in his reading before he and enjoy such books. Yet there
actually experiences them in his are those who are not ready for
practical daily living. McGovern such books. It is these latter
says, "They play with the students who must be carefully
literary idea of the 'savagery' of dealt with. They should be free to
boys on an island before they choose literature which they
have become aware of their own enjoy, even though that literature
capacity for savagery." The may not quite reach the
danger is that the student who academic standards of the school
assumes himself to be educated system. These students must be
will take these "insightful in approached from their own level
terpretations" and "truths" for or they may never reach a higher
granted and, hence, treat them level of education and literary
astuteness.
as trivial later in life.
by Miguel Gomez
ECHO perspective writer

The second danger of in
discriminate literary assign
ments is the boredem toward all
literature that may befall the
student. Teachers seem intent on
destroying the idea of reading for
the fun of it. Instead, according to
McGovern, the teacher ad
vocates the "task" of reading
literature with themes that might

Night
Lights

There is a need to stop
assuming that it is an "absolute
good" for the student to discuss
symbolic representation of life
which has not been experienced
realistically. There should be a
better sensitivity to the needs and
maturity of students so that they
are not alienated from the world
of literature.
Muncie
Ball State University
May 8 — Judith Raskin,
soprano: Muncie Symphony
Orchestra, Emens Auditorium,
8 p.m.
Anderson
Anderson College
May 4 — Anderson Symphony

Polls keep amnesty issue
from reactivating
by Linda Reed
ECHO perspective writer
How does a nation deal with
207,000 men who evaded the draft
during the Vietnam War and
29,000 who deserted?
Amnesty was the explosive
issue discussed during three days
of hearings at the end of March.
Various positions on the issue
were represented, as 32 wit
nesses testified before the House
Judiciary Subcommittee on
Courts, Civil Liberties and the
Administration of Justice.
The Pentagon is of the opinion
that draft dodgers should be
punished in some way. General
Benade commented, "Service
members would certainly be less
hesitant to desert if they felt they
could do so with reasonable
confidence that once the conflict
was over they would be granted
immunity." According to the
General, most of the deserters
were evading their duty for
private, selfish reasons, instead
of genuine protests.

A more violent argument came
from Fred Darling, of the NonCommissioned Officers
Association of the United States.
"These men are criminals," he
declared. "Their refusal to be
drafted or go into or remain in
combat caused others to be
drafted and sent into combat as
their replacements and possibly
wounded, maimed, or killed. The
good God calls upon us to be
merciful, but he did not mention
amnesty."

Orchestra and Symphonic
Choir - Concert, Lewis Gym
nasium, 8 p.m.

Richmond

Marion
May 8 — Marion Philharmonic
Orchestra: Sharon Rediger,
pianist — Marion High School,
8 p.m.

Advocates of amnesty were
also zealous in their arguments.
Former Alaska senator Ernest
Gruening feels that men who
refused to go to war should be
granted immediate unconditional
amnesty: "...their deserting was
infinitely preferable to con
tinuing as killers and maimers of
a people against whom the
United States had no grievance
whatever."
Robert F. Froehlke, secretary
of the army from 1971 to 1973,

May 7-12 — Dames at Sea —
Norbert Silbiger Theatre, 8
p.m. (2:30 p.m. on May 12)
Earlham College
May 9, 10 — Everyman —
Stout Meeting House, 7:30 p.m.

said that amnesty is an "act that
only a strong, confident, and just
nation can bestow. You cannot
demand amnesty. You cannot
threaten amnesty. Amnesty is
given. The insecure, the mean,
the confused cannot grant am
nesty. Now is the time to begin
mending the heartbreak and
wounds left by the war."
"Please tell me what I can do
about my son. He has been a
deserter for six years in Sweden,
and I cannot get anyone to talk to
me. I have written to everybody,
and nobody has any answers. All
they tell me is, 'Produce the
body, and we'll negotiate.' He
wants to come home. Can you
help?" This is the familiar cry
of a mother who desperately
wants to get her son home, or at
least obtain some answers to her
questions.
But for fear of penalty at the
polls, Congress is not likely to
activate the explosive issue of
amnesty until this year's election
is over.

Elkhart
May 4-5; 11-12; 17-18 — Cabaret
— Bristol Opera House, 8:15
p.m.
Berne
May 5 — "Brahm's Requiem"
— Mennonite Chorale Society,
First Methodist Church, 7:30
p.m.
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Door to door

Witnesses prove loyalty
by Diane Feenstra
ECHO feature writer

Once over lightly! John Goetcheus, son of Allen Goetcheus, head
of the speech department, waits while his stage "mother,"
Marilyn Jones, applies a touch of powder. Miss Jones plays the
role of Abigail Adams in "American Primitive," which will be
presented tonight and tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in the Little
Theatre. ECHO photo by John Kaiser.

Few people know very much
about a relatively small, but
zealous cult of religious believers
that calls itself the Jehovah's
Witnesses. The group is best
recognized, perhaps, for some of
its characteristic doctrines: its
members may not give or receive
blood transfusions, they are
forbidden to serve on juries, or
vote, or participate in civil
defense activities such as the
armed services..
They also refuse to pledge
allegiance to the flag; and, in
fact, they contend that all human
government is of the devil, the
only true government being the
theocratic system of Witnesses
sanctioned by Jehovah.
Many of the Jehovah Wit
nesses' beliefs were first held by
Charles Russell, the official
founder of the group. There are
some unusual aspects of
Russell's life that make him an
interesting person to study. At an
early age, he developed an acute
fear of hell, and it is said that he
would write on sidewalks to warn
others
of
their
coming

Dorm food seekers prepare
creative diets during evenings
by Nancy Jackson

ECHO feature editor
The great caper is finally
planned. Years and possibly
months have been devoted to one
of the most daring and spec
tacular raids ever to be at
tempted on an unsuspecting
refrigerator. Earlier in the
evening it was the scene of
another grand haul from a local
supermarket, and later reports
indicate that the door has finally
been shut after hours of stacking
and packing within.
Rumors began to spread from
room to room as to its contents.
Dill pickles, a gallon of fresh
milk, eggs, cheese, pastry mixes,
and fresh fruit were finally
decided to be the intended targets
of the raid. This was due to the
consistent short supply of these
items in the dorms. It was now
only a matter of time until the
security of the restocked
refrigerator was placed in
serious jeopardy.
In the meantime, the con
spirators had to sustain them
selves on what items they could
scavenge. Hunger hunts usually
begin in the early evenings, and
progressively get worse during a
night of studying. Odd com
binations of various foods
produce odd and varying con
all .
it'l . . .'
PRANK'S
PISTON
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ditions of upset stomachs, while
the original hunger drive is
satisfied.
Popcorn is the favorite food
and most frequently prepared. It
is more advisable to pop it in an
enclosed area so as to retard the
escaping odor.
Hunger hunts can be in search
of crackers, snackin' cakes, sar
dines and mustard, or just plain
anything. One generally known
fact is that when a student makes
an approach with a crazed, un
dernourished, wild look on his
face, the suggested rule-of-thumb
is to give him just about anything
he demands.
With the "hot dog" salesmen
firmly in students' memories,
midnight snacks take on all
dimensions. Banana sandwiches
with mayonaise, peanut butter on
anything, candy, hyjacked
cereals from breakfast, and hot
drinks are the best sellers.
Records have been set and
broken before major exams on
the amount of "junk" consumed.

Popcorn oil is still at a premium,
with Heartland cereal and
homemade brownies running a
close second in popular demand.

destruction.
While he was still a teenager,
he became convinced that there
was actually no hell at all.
Equally sure that there would be
a second return of Christ,
however, he wrote a pamphlet
dealing with the matter. After a
lengthy
interpretation
of
Scripture, Russell concluded by
saying that Christ's return would
occur in 1874. Later, Russell
changed this date to 1914. This
document still holds a central
place among the cult's doctrinal
statements.
Since Russell's death, the
Witnesses have had two other
presidents. Both of these men
have encouraged expansion of
the movement, and now there are
more than 416,000 believers, twothirds of which live outside the
United States. These believers
conduct thoroughly planned doorto-door campaigns in this country
as well as in other countries.
The reason for this becomes
obvious when one examines the
group's beliefs. Its members
have no fear of eternal punish
ment since they do not believe in
hell. They believe instead that
any person not living in sym
pathetic accordance
with
Jehovah Witness beliefs will
simply pass away into a state of
non-existence. They do hold,
however, a tremendous terror of
God, based upon their need to
convince God that they are
worthy of meeting His standards
for immortality. Their dedication
to witnessing, then, is a basic
means of showing Jehovah that
they are dedicated Witnesses.

The creative minds of Taylor
students are reflected at the

who will have died as victims of
Jehovah's wrath, the other sheep
will set up an earthly millennium
that will end in the Great
Judgment.
Then,
the
"recreated" multitude that
previously had had no chance to
hear the truth will be able to
choose or reject Jehovah.
Jehovah Witnesses believe that
the doctrine of the trinity was
inspired by the devil. To them,
Christ was a created creature,
and the Holy Spirit is a power
subject to, but not part of, God.
They deny the bodily resurrec
tion of Christ as well as the
redemptive work of the Cross.
Since they do not believe in a soul
existing separately from the
body, heaven is merely a per
fected state of human existence.
The group has published its
own translation of the Bible,
called the New World Tran
slation, which differs from
traditional versions on essential
matters of doctrine. The Wit
nesses have also printed several
supplementary doctrinal books
under their personal Watchtower
label. One of these has already
sold as many as 17 million copies.
Both the Bible translators and
most of the authors of Witness
material are kept anonymous,
supposedly to preserve their
humility. The outreach of the cult
is accomplished largely through
a distribution of their periodical,
the Watchtower, and invitations
to attend meetings at the local
Kingdom Halls.
One Witness converted to
Christianity has made the
statement that no Christian
should let a Jehovah's Witness
leave his door without having
heard the message of salvation
through Christ. In his opinion,
this may be the only chance these
people have to be bombarded
with the truth of the Bible.

Other basic beliefs of the
movement stem from their
Dining Commons in their mixed contention that the second
drinks and the light buffet in coming of Christ was an invisible
ventions. Sunday evenings find one, accomplished in 1914. Since
the restaurant of Morris then, the gathering into Heaven
resupplying, while raspberry of the "anointed 144,000" - - those
cokes and chocolate coffee are chosen by God to rule with Him - quite popular. Milk shakes, has been going on in orderly
mustard and vinegar on cole succession. The figure of 144,000
slaw, and even ketchup on corn is taken from Revelations 7:4-8,
curls have also been observed. often interpreted by Christians as
Failures are usually discarded referring to the 12 tribes of
on the conveyor belt, or in some Israel.
other unexpected place.
The rest of the Witnesses,
Imagination is the limit, and called the "other sheep," will be
the risks are high where heavily the sole survivors of the earthly
guarded refrigerators are con Battle of Armageddon, which
cerned. Until the pizza and ice may take place as soon as 1975.
Opposite
cream nights once again hit the After burying their dead ad
City Hall
dorms, the hungry student will versaries, (Christians, world
have to risk the potential dangers leaders, and heathen included),
of his condition, that is, until the
next meal at the Dining Com
Mill! VALUABLE COUPON
mons.

Cards & Gifts
for Mom

TOPLIFF'S

Dr. John F. Toylor
P.O. Box 545
Wheaton. 111. 60187

fltMl

Secret

Cellegiate Tan Ti Enp M brail
Six week tour of England, France, Italy, Austria, Swit
zerland, Germany and Holland. College students—(095.
Nurses and teachers, ages 22-99—1695.
Six week tour of England, France, Switzerland, Italy, Greece
and Israel. College students—(1095, Nurses and teachers,
ages 22-99—(785.
For information write

Gas
City

ANTI-PERSPIRANT SPRAY

Ml®

9 0Z. SIZE

OR DEODORANT SPRAY

jfcd

7 OZ. SIZE

YOUR CHOICE—With this Coupon

25' o f f
Relax in Style
raoNE C317) 340-1400

State NaaO 3Jtarth
BAXTFOW) CIT*. 1ND.

Good Only At

Upland Drugs

Offer Expires 7-13-74
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE
I CODE # 4108
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Entries on display;
some get awards
by Mark Sakuta
ECHO news editor
Winners of the 1974 Annual
Student Art Contest were named
this morning during the Art
Convocation in Maytag. Entries
are on display in the ChronicleTribune Art Gallery for about
two weeks, according to Jack D.
Patton, associate professor of
art.
Winners of the Boren Oil
Painting prize were Jane
Bogantz, first place, Jo Shaffer,
second place, and Nancy
Wysong, third place. Mahoney
Weaving first place was awarded
to Rita Zerbe, second place was
awarded to Kathy Klosterman.
Randy Smith won the first
place Patton Printmaking award
and Tom Gross won the second

Menu
May 4-10
SATURDAY:

BREAKFAST: Continental
LUNCH: Hot Dogs, Tuna
Casserole
D I N N E R :
C o o k o u t—
Hamburgers, Potato Salad,
Baked Beans

SUNDAY:

BREAKFAST: Continental
LUNCH: Roast Beef, Fried
Chicken
DINNER: Light Buffet

MONDAY:

BREAKFAST: Blueberry Hot
Cakes
LUNCH: Tenderloin Sandwich,
Grilled Floured Steak
LUNCH: Baked Ham

TUESDAY:

BREAKFAST:
Scrambled
Eggs with Hickory Bits
LUNCH: Beef Club, Terri
Yakki Steak
DINNER: Spring Fling—Salad
Buffet, Fried Chicken

WEDNESDAY:

BREAKFAST: French Toast
LUNCH: Tuna Salad Sandwich,
Salisbury Steak
DINNER: Veal Cutlet, Polish
Sausage with Kraut

THURSDAY:

BREAKFAST: Fried Eggs
LUNCH: Hamburger, Baked
Chicken
DINNER: Meat Loaf, Tuna
Casserole

FRIDAY:

BREAKFAST:
Scrambled
Eggs with Hickory Bits
LUNCH: Sub Sandwich, Baked
Sole with Morney Sauce, Fried
Fish
DINNER: Taco Buffet

WALNUT CREEK
GOLF COURSE
Trojan's Home Course

998-7651

place award. Bullock College
award was presented to Barb
Stipanuk and second place to
Holly Keller.

award while Jane Bogantz
followed him in second place.
Ketner-Bullock Ceramics prize
was awarded to Kathy Keene,
first place, and Bill Weberling,
second place.

Upland Bank Acrylic first
place award was earned by Phil
Madeira and second place by Jo
Shaffer. The Shepfer Sculpture
award was won by Randy Landon, first place, and Dan Lahut,
second place.

There were no prizes for
photography but the judges
nominated Tom Taylor a
"special
selection"
in
photography.
Judging the works were Harry
Lindstrand, advertising and
general artist from Bluffton, and
Craig Moore, artist and teacher
at Marion College.

Randy Landon also won the
first place Ketner Jewelry award
and JoShaffer followed in second
place. Dave Lewis won the firstplace Patton-Peterson Drawing
award and Nancy Wysong
captured second place. Frank
Bargerhuff won the Student
Union Purchase Prize.
The Roth Computer prize was
awarded to Ronald Hudson, first
place, and Jim Nassar, second
place. Randy Landon won the
first place Shilling Watercolor

According to Patton, this
year's contest featured 314 en
tries, nearly the same number of
entries as in last year's contest,
although more prize money was
available this year. Brochures
for those visiting the works on
display in the Chronicle. Tribune
Art Gallery are available today.

77/ let you know'

Tornado 'informs' community
by Debi King
ECHO feature writer
Dear Taylor
Faculty,

Students and

As I hurriedly passed over the
town of Upland on Wednesday,
April 3, I was tempted to touch
ground and rush through several
university buildings. However, I
was amazed at the naive
response of the Taylor students I
saw just wandering around in the
rain looking up at me and
laughing. Either the Taylor
students did not know what I was
or the tornado evacuation
procedures in the buildings were
unclear.
Next time I make a visit to
Upland I will contact WWHC FM
(104.9 on your dial if you want to
tune in). I will let them know
which stage I am in - - either
watch, alert, or warning. The
radio station will call Taylor's
switch board. In a matter of
seconds Tom Beers, dean of
students, Charles Newman,
TEACHERS WANTED
Entire West, Mid-West and
South
SOUTHWEST TEACHERS
AGENCY
1303 Central Ave. N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
87104
Bonded, Licensed
And Member NATA, "Our
28th
year"

director of service operations, depression, such as a ditch. If you
and all residence hall directors are in a building, turn off all
will be contacted.
electricity and open all northeast
Students in all dorms and windows before running for
academic buildings will be in protection.
Auditorims and gymnasiums
structed to take cover by
gathering in the basement of the are my favorite targets because
building. In the case of dorms they have such poorly supported
without basements, students roofs. I tend to postpone hitting
should go to the innermost reinforced buildings such as the
hallway of the lowest floor, Science building until all else is
staying away from all windows. demolished.
Taylor's Student Affairs staff is
If you are in open country and
spot me, lie flat in the nearest really afraid of my potential

by Mark Kratzer
ECHO news writer
Wednesday night, May 8, at 8
p.m. the Marion Philharmonic
will close out its fourth season at
the Marion High School
Auditorium by featuring Sharon
Rediger, junior music major at
Tavlor. The Philharmonic, under
die direction of Benjamin Del
Vecchio, assistant professor of
music, will perform four pieces,
MOORE'S FOODlANDl
of Upland, Ind.

Welcomes Taylor Students
(hungry or otherwise'!

Why not visit us in Gas City?

MMMWAY J SOUTH
CITY

SOLMS SHURWAY
7
HOME OF

danger, so a tornado procedure
pamphlet is being prepared
concerning the most efficient
evacuation methods in each
building on campus. Each Taylor
student and faculty member will
receive a printed copy in a few
days so it might be a good idea to
read it. Next time you hear of
my predicted arrival, keep calm
and obey tornado safety rules.
See you later??
Mr. C. I. Clone

Philharmonic to close season

HUNGRY? ? ?
Awful Big ...
Awful Good
WWICHES
SAM
!MI\>

Stnmpted? This is a chair that Ed Stehouwer, junior, is
exhibiting in the Annual Student Art Show. The show is
currently going on in the Chronicle-Tribune Art Gallery. ECHO
photos by John Kaiser.

IUTM

FOODS

ANGLE ACRES PLAZA —GAS CITY

each reflecting unique musical
character.
The first number to be per
formed by the orchestra is
Haydn's "Symphony No. 94,"
more commonly known as "The
Surprise Symphony." Following
it will be Benhamin Britten's
"Young Person's Guide to the
Orchestra." This composition,
based upon a theme by Henry
Purcell, gives each instrument
an opportunity to perform a solo
variation on the theme, and then
closes with a fugue.
After a brief intermission, the
orchestra will perform "Capricio
Italien," a melodic number by
Peter Tschaikovsky, supposedly
for oil of
your Mrdoirii

Uplari Hardware
Phone: 998-2421

written after he had been in
fluenced by a visit in Italy.
Concluding the concert, the
orchestra will feature Miss
Rediger on the piano, playing
"Concerto No. 2 in B Flat" by
Johannes Brahms, Op. 83. Miss
Rediger, winner of the third
Annual Concerto Contest, is a
student of Barbara Dickey,
associate professor of music, and
has been playing the piano since
the age of three.

Chapel Notes
Monday, May 6 — Service
Recognition.
Wednesday, May 8 — Donald
Drew — Guest Lecturer at
Geneva College; served with
L'Abri Fellowship.
Friday, May 10 — Taylor Alumni
at
Asbury
Theological
Seminary return to campus.

IVANHOE'S

10* OFF
Coupon

On Any
Regular Size
Sundae

Offer Expires 5-16-74
998-7261

Coupon
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'Song of Peace'
to open recital
by Timothy Nelson
ECHO news writer
The organ recital of Anne
Reyburn will take place Sunday,
May 5, in Music Annex III, room
17. Attendance is only upon in
vitation due to the size of the
room.
The organ on which the recital
will be played was built in 1973 by
the Roderer Organ Company of
Evanston, Illinois. The organ
includes nine stops and is voiced
in the Baroque tradition.
Mrs. Reyburn will open her
program with "Song of Peace"
by Jean Langlais. Following this
will be the chorale partita
"Christe, thou art my Life,"
which consists of four variations.

What's

The Prelude and Fugue in E
minor represents the mature
style of J. S. Bach in this recital.
Following this piece will be the
well-known "Little Fugue in G
minor."
From the German Romantic
school of composition is the
chorale prelude "0 World I Now
Must Leave Thee" by Johannes
Brahms. This is one of the last
pieces which Brahms wrote
before his death and is one of his
relatively few compositions for
the organ.
Closing the recital will be
"Carillon of Westminster" by
Louis Vierne. This romantic
composition is virtuosic and
relays a very joyful mood with
which to close the program.

Happening
Evening service — Maytag, 7
p.m.

Friday, May 3

American Primitive — Little
Theatre — 8:15 p.m.
SUB Concert — "Olivia
Newton John" — Maytag, 8:15
p.m.

Saturday, May 4

Country singerOlivia Newton-John will be leading a Ave piece

'Lot m6 bo thoTB
.« marnlna'
In TnB morning

band in "some pickin' and grinnin' " May 3 at 8:15 p.m. in
Maytag.
Miss Newton-John's recent single, "Let Me Be There in the
Morning," was a million seller. She also has a top selling album
that includes "Take Me Home Country Roads," "If Not For
You," "Me and Bobby McGee," and "Angel of the Morning."
She: is an MCA recording artist. The National Academy of
Recording Arts and Sciences awarded her the best country
vocal performance by a female.
Miss Newton-John is originally from Australia, but has
recently been living in Britain. The concert is sponsored by SUB
and tickets are on sale for $2.50 (reserved) and $1.50 (general).

American Primitive — Little
Theatre — 8:15 p.m.
Taylathon
Media Fair — LA, morning.
Track and field — Little
State, at Wabash College.
Golf-Taylor Invitational,
Here.
Tennis — HBCC,
at
Wilmington.
Trojane softball — at Indiana
University, 3:30 p.m.
Sunday, May 5
Morning Worship — Maytag,
10:30 a.m.

LOVE is

Monday, May 6

Trojane Track and Field —
at Indiana Central, 3:30 p.m.

Tuesday, May 7

Baseball — Manchester,
doubleheader, here 1:30 p.m.
Golf — at Manchester In
vitational.
Spring Festival — Dining
Commons, 5 p.m.

Wednesday, May 8

Baseball — doubleheader at
Marion, 2:30 p.m.

White Roots of Peace —
Indian group.
Marion Philharmonic —
Marion High School, 8 p.m.

Yes,
but in
Liberia?

something
you do!

For information on how you can join, mail the coupon today!
, ,.(E AGAPE MOVEMENT
/ Arrowhead Springs, San Bernardino, CA 92414
(

Why not? You've probably thought about it.
But you just don't feel called to a lifetime of
sharing God's love as a missionary overseas.

Yes,

•, I want to find out how I can help people in need and
share God's love for two years or more overseas as a member of
I The Agape Movement. Please send full details on how I can join.
I Tell me about the training program that will prepare me to work
j effectively in another country.

Fine.
But how about two years? How about using
your training as a teacher, a nurse, an
engineer, a doctor, a social worker—how
about doing your own thing in love, for
people in need.

Name
School Address

We're talking about THE AGAPE MOVEMENT,
people doing something for God and for
others, overseas. We're talking about two
of the most fantastic years of your life in
Asia, Africa, Europe, South America! We're
talking about your involvement in helping to
reach the world for Christ in this generation!
Why wait? Love is something you do.
Begin now.
A lot of people will love you for taking the time.

City

State

Zip

School

Yr.

Major

State

Zip

Home Address
City
Phone
\ Send information to: (check one) • School
s
• Home
f

A MINISTRY OF CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST INTERNATIONAL

ALSO NEEDED NOW: Men and women to serve in the field
ministries and at the Arrowhead Springs headquarters of
Campus Crusade for Christ. Opportunities for all talents and
professional skills.
• Check here for complete information.
J J _37
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In track, softball

Trojanes sprint-bat to win
by Brenda Hendrickson
ECHO sports writer
The Trojane softball team's
season record thus far stands at
1-2. Dr. Joanne Peppard, coach of
the newly formed team, in
dicated that inconsistency,
especially in the hitting department, has been the biggest
problem.
In a recent game with Indiana
Central, the Trojanes lost 15-11,
but defeated Manchester College
22-21. In the latter game, the
Trojanes were behind by 12 runs
in the first inning, but came back
to gather 22 runs in the victory.
Phyllis Vance was the winning
pitcher. Offensively, third
baseman Jan Parkin lit two
home runs in Saturday's game
and collected six RBI's. Rightfielder Lynne Titsworth had four
RBI's in the same game.
"Defensively," Dr. Peppard
commented, 'tur errors are
mental mistakes which are

typical of a young and inex Ball State University and Indiana
perienced ball club. We are a Central, Taylor again took
first year team playing veteran second place. Despite the rainy
teams, but we are learning from weather, the Trojanes had seven
first places in the meet.
our mistakes."
Tomorrow the Trojanes will Highlighting the meet was Miss
travel to Indiana University to Baur, who broke her own school
record in the mile run, by
play at 9:30 a.m.
The Trojane track team has shaving 10 seconds off her old
completed two of its three meets time, and finishing with a time of
so far this season. In the first 6:00.2 minutes. Miss Troilo again
meet against Huntington College placed first in two events, the 80and Purdue, Taylor came in yard hurdles (13.8 seconds) and
second place with the score being the 440-yard dash (69.8 seconds).
71 points for Purdue, 50% for Donna Vandermolen also helped
Taylor, and 29% for Huntington. boost the Trojane team score by
Veteran Linda Troilo took two taking first in the 220-yard dash
first places in the long jump and and first in the long jump. Carol
the 80-yard hurdles. She jumped Yehnert placed first in the 88013' 11" and her time for the yard dash with a time of 2:41.2
hurdles was 13.6 seconds. Also minutes.
"We are hoping to get first
taking first places for the
Trojanes was Sue Baur in the place in our next meet," com
mile run (6:10.2 minutes) and mented Mary Edna Glover,
Janell Tharp in the 220-yard dash coach of the team. She continued,
"At each meet we have improved
(31.4 seconds).
In a more recent meet with our times, which is en
couraging." The next Trojane
track meet will be against
Huntington and Indiana Central
on May 13.
before terminating enrollment.
The purpose of this exit in
terview is to review loan
repayment requirements and to
assist students in thoroughly
understanding their financial
responsibility under the terms of
the promissory note which they
signed for their NDSL.
Exit interviews will take place
by Brenda Hendrickson
on Monday, May 13, at 6:30 p.m.
ECHO sports writer
in SL101. It is essential that these Victorious in a double-header last
students attend this exit in Saturday, the Trojan baseball
terview.
team is now 2-0 in league com
Students having questions petition. This was the first league
should contact the Financial Aid doubleheader due to can
Office immediately.
cellations of six league games
••#••••••••
which will not be rescheduled.

Financial Aid Release
Financial Aid
Press Release
Federal regulations require
that all students receiving
National Direct Defense Student
Loans (NDSL), who will be
graduating or leaving Taylor at
the end of this academic year,
appear for an exit interview
Quality & Fit For Tho
Entire Family

WINDER'S
SHOES
115 No. High St.
(on the square)
Hartford City

Members of the second floor MCW team helped make basketball
a highlight of women's intramural sports this year. Playoffs
were in progress this week. ECHO photo by Scott McBeth.

Trojans win doubleheader
over Wilmington Quakers

Just a reminder...

Advance payment for the
1974-75 school year is due on
July 1.

Notice about
Chapel Speakers
The Spiritual Life Committee
would like to remind students
that their help is requested in
recommending chapel speakers.
•Speakers should be chosen on the
basis of their ability to relate and
the benefits they can give to the
student body. Applications are
available from Mrs. Hill in the
pastor's office.

\Ti

tetikAf

The Trojans swept the games
from Wilmington College by
scores of 7-5 and 6-4.
In the first game, Randy
Aalbregtse was the winning
pitcher with relief help from
Dave Weeber. Aalbregtse gave
up only three hits to the op
position, but several walks in the
sixth inning ruined his shut-out.
In the second game, Rick
Minnich started, but was relieved
early in the game by Brad
Hummel, who is credited with the
victory. Offensively, center
fielder Doug Rupp was five for
eight, collecting the most hits for
the Trojans. Jeff Putnam, con
tinuing to be the team's leading
hitter with a .407 average, went
four for seven, while Rich
Bowden and Roland Johnson
each had two hits apiece in the
win.
Last week the Trojans split a
----------I

109 N. Main—P.O. Box 127—Upland|
I

10% off

I
I
I
I
1
I

on all Kodak and
Polaroid photographic
supplies

Picture of a man
about to make a mistake
He's shopping around for a diamond "bargain," but
shopping for "price" alone isn't the wise way to find
one. It takes a skilled professional and scientific instru
ments to judge the more important price determining
factors-Cutting, Color and Clarity. As an AGS jewel
er, you can rely on our gemological training and ethics
to properly advise you on your next important diamond
purchase. Stop in soon and see our fine selection of
gems she will be proud to wear.
MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

M

S.

11) SOUTH WASHINGTON ST.

Film—Cameras—Flashcubes

.J

MERCKER'S
"Exquisite Gifts For Exquisite Tastes"
Gifts - Cards - Fabrics - Art - Crafts
Daily 10-9 Sun. 11-6
Use your Master Charge - BankAmericard
First National Charge

Free Layaway&Gift Wrapping
1030 E. Main St.
Angle Acres Plaza
Gas City
(Next to Mercker's Drugland)

674-6655

doubleheader with Eastern
Illinois University. The Trojans
lost 2-1 in the eighth inning in the
first game, but won 1-0 in the
second. In a single game with
Alma College, the Trojans were
defeated 6-1 and were also
defeated in a single game with
Huntington by a 4-2 score.
With just 10 games remaining
in the season, Scot Krause, coach
of the team, commented, "We
are playing as well as I expected.
We get the job done and I'm
happy about that." He also in
dicated a possible positive sign
by the fact that in the last three
games, the Trojans have hit over
.333 as a team.
Next week the Trojans will
play eight important games, six
of which will be league games.
Krause stressed the importance
of winning the league games in
order to remain in competition
for first place honors. Any
cancellations will be harmful for
the Trojans, since three teams in
the league have already won
seven games each.
Tomorrow the First Annual
Alumni game will be played at 1
p.m. Krause commented that
"some better ball players in the
last 10 years for Taylor will be
coming back." Six men who will
be returning to play for the
alumni were on the Trojan team
which was fifth in the NAIA in
1969. These men are: Dwight
Johnson, Gary Busse, Chris
Rood, Tim Sumner, Ron Bocken,
and Dennis Roach. They will be
joined by nine other alumni to
compete against the Trojans here
tomorrow.

FLOWERS AND
GIFTS FOR
ALL OCCASSIONS

Lloyd's
703 N. Baldwin Ave.
(By-Pass)
Marion

664-9088
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Runners
streak past
opponents

events as they captured 35 or 44
by Tim North
Joel Johnson dominated two of
points in the half-mile, mile, the other running events by
ECHO news editor
Taylor's track team put three-mile, and steeplechase. finishing first in the 220 and 100together some great efforts last The Taylor men swept the first yard dashes. His mark of 9.7 in
Saturday in earning a 93-55-44 four places in the steeplechase to the 100 set a new meet record
victory over Calvin and Wheaton. take 11 points in that event. Tim and tied the current school mark.
Last year, the Trojans were Reusser broke the tape at 10:05.2 Johnson also participated on the
defeated by these teams, but to establish a new meet record by winning 440-relay team with Jeff
Taylor has now won this annual almost 14 seconds. Dave Johnson, Randy Moore, and
contest in seven of the last eight Whybrew, Star Tullis, and A1 Steve Officer.
Feeley followed Reusser in
years.
Trojan runners displayed second, third, and fourth places. * In other running events, the
definite strength in the distance
Taylor took two of four places Trojans did not take any firsts,
in the three-mile rim. Steve but showed some good efforts in
Gradeless broke far away from adding to the team point total.
the pack in the last lap as he John Good and Mark Younger
finished first at 15:08.4. Dave finished second and third in the
Lewis brought Taylor a strong quarter mile. Mark Newell
third-place finish with a time of captured third in the high hur
dles, and A1 Eakin took another
15:20.6.
Taylor Oliver was the first of third in the intermediate hurdles.
three Trojans to place in the mile The mile relay team of Youngers,
run. Oliver led the field con Moore, Freese and Brady ran
sistently to win with a 4:18.2 second.
effort, 1.1 seconds better than
In field events, Steve Officer
Wade Smith of Wheaton, who
brought Taylor two second places
pushed an exciting finish.
in the triple jump and long jump.
Gradeless and Lewis, having
He was edged each time by Bill
good performances in both the
Gorsuch of Wheaton, who set a
mile and three-mile, assured
new meet record of 22'4%" in the
Taylor control of most of the
long jump.
points in this event by placing
third and fourth.
Trojan runners also controlled
the half-mile by taking first,
second, and fourth places. Paul
Brady brought the home fans a
win with a time of 1:55.7. On
Brady's heels was Steve Freese,
who was clocked at 1:55.8. Tim
Sorg crossed the line fourth with
a 1:58 effort.

In the eighth track meeting of Calvin, Wheaton
and Taylor, Taylor emerged the winner by a score
of 93-55-44. This marked the seventh time the
Trojans have emerged victorious. The beginning
of the steeplechase is shown above right. The
Trojans swept that event as Tim Reusser (front
left) won the event followed by David Whybrew
(in back), Star Tullis (back right) and Allen
Feeley (front right). The middle picture features
Mark Cathers, who shows his form in the triple
jump event. Josh Slicker (lower right) is shown
straining to get a few extra feet in the javelin.
ECHO photos by John Kaiser.

Paul Nitz controlled the discus
in taking the Trojan's only win in
a field event. Nitz' toss of 149'%"
was two feet beyond the second
place effort of Bill Liset of
Wheaton. Mike Snyder threw the
discus 130'2%" and finished
third.
Doug Taylor and Tom Hough
took two places in the pole vault.
Taylor's vault of 13'3" was just
three inches under the first place
mark. Hough's 12' effort cap
tured fourth.
Rounding out the field events,
Warren Lesser placed third in the
shot put with a 43' mark, and
Josh Sliker took fourth in the
javelin with a toss of 161'11".
One of the biggest meets of the
season faces the Taylor men
tomorrow, when they travel to
Crawfordsville for the Little
State Meet at Wabash College.
The Trojans are hoping to im
prove on their third-place finish
of last year, when they trailed
Vincennes and Indiana Central.
The last Taylor team to win Little
State was the 1970 team. The
meet will begin at 1 p.m.

